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Thank you for playing HellBee, the unique game with your first surreal trip! In HellBee you have to be a bee, collect honey (medical tests). Do not be
fooled by the thought of honey, because these medicines really belong to other people! Collect honey, dodge bugs (people) a large number of
enemies, climbing upward, so that you are the last one. Also it is necessary to use your medical tests in various ways, otherwise, you will die! The
narikumen is a terrible place. There are people everywhere and creatures that come to eat you. You have to be a bee. Collect honey, dodge bugs,
climb, dodge, scoot, fit into the narikumen and enjoy your first trip! There are many obstacles to find, including fire, power cuts, a lukewarm bath, a
trip on a big elevator, spiders on the bed, and a lot more! You have a limited time to win! If you want to survive, have fun, and win your first trip to
the narikumen, then come and join us. HellBee can be enjoyed by everyone. You can play alone or with friends, but as a team. SonicFox Thank you
for playing HellBee, the unique game with your first surreal trip! In HellBee you have to be a bee, collect honey (medical tests). Do not be fooled by
the thought of honey, because these medicines really belong to other people! Collect honey, dodge bugs (people) a large number of enemies,
climbing upward, so that you are the last one. Also it is necessary to use your medical tests in various ways, otherwise, you will die! The narikumen is
a terrible place. There are people everywhere and creatures that come to eat you. You have to be a bee. Collect honey, dodge bugs, climb, dodge,
scoot, fit into the narikumen and enjoy your first trip! There are many obstacles to find, including fire, power cuts, a lukewarm bath, a trip on a big
elevator, spiders on the bed, and a lot more! You have a limited time to win! If you want to survive, have fun, and win your first trip to the
narikumen, then come and join us. HellBee can be enjoyed by everyone. You can play alone or with friends, but as a team. The game you are about
to play is the beginning of Space:
Features Key:
Simple, addictive one touch gameplay using your finger.
Simple but addictive graphics accompanied by an original soundtrack.
5 progressive levels
Six different games modes.
Game Center support.
Bonus period.

Drugs to Bee Instructions Video:
About the game:
Bugs have invaded your house… now you’ve got to exterminate them all! Before they really have a chance to take over you’ll have to use the best weapons in your disposal. Don’t be afraid to use poisonous and calm chemicals because it’s the only way to kill those unwanted pests. Have you got what it takes to be a bug’s worst enemy?

In-App purchases:
The premium unlockable content of this game is not for free. If you purchase any level for the 10 USD you will also have full access to all other level packs that are unlocked by this game. But don't worry, since this game is ad supported you will still receive quick access to all levels along with regular updates of the game without purchasing anything.

Contact:
In case there is any issue that isn’t immediately adressed in this in-app-purchase FAQ please feel free to contact us:
support@itgoweek.com
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FAQ:
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